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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1

Background

This General Municipal Plan has been prepared in
accordance with Section 61 of The. Planning kzt,
1977, and outlines the
approach to be taken to land use planning in the City of Lethbridge
during the next twenty years.

The existing General Plan was adopted by Council as a
by-law in 1964, and was a compilation of the policies generated by that
document's AnaZyAJA o£ £hz SuAvty.
It specified that a five-year review
of the Plan was to be conducted, a program which was begun in approximately
1970. A full study program was produced in 1974 by the City's planning
agency at that time, the Oldman River Regional Planning Commission.

1.2

Study Process and Scope of Plan

In July, 1979, the City of Lethbridge elected to collate
all General Municipal Plan work undertaken to date, and thus to expedite
the production of the Plan. The project resulted in the production of
two documents: (a) a technical background report, which summarizes all
of the information upon which the Plan is based, and (b) this Plan document. Full details of the rationale behind all of the policies in this
Plan will be found in the Background Report, and the two documents should
be utilized in conjunction with one another.

As mentioned in the Background Report, much of the information available for the project was felt collectively to form an insufficient foundation upon which to base twenty-year policies for the City. Thus,
the Plan uses existing information to generate suitable policies, but has a
strong orientation to directing future planning work rather than to detailing the future structure of the city. This approach is in line with the
philosophy that planning must remain sensitive to the dynamic nature of an
urban area, and that plans must be continually monitored and changed if and
when circumstances warrant. This is not to say that "plans are meant to be
changed", and thus to condone incremental, short-sighted changes which alter
the basic intent of the Plan. It is, rather, to acknowledge that future

developments and/or further research may indicate that the assumptions upon
which the plan's policy statements were based were in error, or have ceased
to be valid. In this light, the five-year review process becomes an important element of future planning in the city; this Plan assumes that such a
review will form an integral part of the planning process in Lethbridge.
1.3

Contents of the Plan

This document summarizes the information collected and/or
collated in the Background Report; its major emphasis is upon the policies
which were produced by the background study. Ten topic areas have been defined and, in each case, the existing situation in Lethbridge is discussed
and suggested policies are recommended. The listing of policies includes
a brief description of the objective to which each policy is addressed. As
mentioned above, further detail of the rationale behind the policies will be
found in the Background Report and the reports and studies listed in the
bibliography.
As any planning exercise is futile without an effective
program of implementation, Section 3.0 of this plan is a guide to implementing the reports, studies, programs and procedures recommended under the
topic areas. An integral part of this section is the ranking in priority
of the various studies and programs, as a guide to future action. As well,
in accordance with The Planning Act, 1977, areas which are suitable for
Area Structure Plans and Area Redevelopment Plans are identified.
1.4

Existing Urban Form
fr

'*.

Lethbridge,:which,is at the centre of a large agricultural
region of southern Alberta '(Figure 1-1), has an urban form which is the
direct result of historical' growth'patterns, both economic and political,
which have shaped the community (Figure ; l-2).
The most obvious influence upon the city's form was the
establishment of the railway line, and the connection across the Oldman
River via the High Level Bridge; the resulting location of the central business district on the east side of the river valley determined in large part
the form of East Lethbridge.
''
Gradually, the east side of the river developed to the
point where little available space for expansion was available. This led
to the development of West Lethbridge and, in 1978, to the annexation of
two sections of land north of the city. This area, which includes the former Hamlet of Hardieville, became part of the city in January, 1979, and is
currently being prepared for development.
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TOPIC AREAS

Economic and Population Growth

2.1

2.1

ECONOMIC AND POPULATION GROWTH

The dynamics of growth in a community must be understood in order to project such factors as future economic conditions, land
use demand and patterns of land development. It is as a result of growth
in general, and economic growth in particular, that major increases or
changes to the population structure occur; it is due to such changes that
demand increases or alters for municipal services, housing, employment opportunities, recreational facilities, etc.
Growth also affects demand for non-physical services —
for example, the delivery of health care or library services. Due to the
"land use" nature of this Plan, however, the discussion of such services
is limited to their effect on the future spatial distribution of land use.
Similarly, the concern with economic policies lies in the effect they are
likely to have upon future demand for land.
Ideally, economic growth should be forecast using a number of indices, and all other relevant projections should be based upon that
forecast. Such an approach was not, unfortunately, feasible for the background study, as much more detail and time than was available would be required. Instead, population growth was projected independently, and labour
force and household requirements were generated from this forecast. A study
of economic growth and forces in Lethbridge is recommended in order to produce a more reliable forecast base for future planning.

2.1.1

Population Projection

The population projection produced for the City of Lethbridge to 1996 as part of the background study is presented in Table 2-1 and
Figure 2-1. Details of the projection methodologies will be found in the
Background Report.

TABLE 2-1
POPULATION PROJECTIONS TO 1996
CITY OF LETHBRIDGE

Year
1981
1986
1991
1996

Cohort Survival
Projection
54,458
61,810
70,154
78,923

Trend-Line
Projection
54,303
61,525
69,708
78,979
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2.1.2

Other Growth Factors

Subsequent to the production of the population forecast,
a number of estimates of economic growth factors were developed. All of
these forecasts were based upon the population projection, and must be
reviewed once a stronger methodology can be used for their production.
This will be possible only after completion of the economic base study
recommended in this Plan.
Although a detailed discussion of Lethbridge's economic
activities will be found in the papers listed in the bibliography, the
City was found to have a greater-than-average share of employment in the
following industries:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Trade
Construction
Community, Business and Personal Services
Transportation, Communications and Utilities
Public Administration and Defense
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

These six statistical categories are those in which Lethbridge "specializes" in comparison with an average Canadian city of its size,
and indicate the known industrial base of the city. The dominance of trade,
construction, services and transportation activities is to be expected given
the city's dominant role as a regional centre in an agricultural area. Dominance in manufacturing, relative to the rest of the province, is also understandable in light of the region's agricultural base and the existence of
food-based industries such as meat packing, food processing, milling, brewing
and distilling.

2.1.3

Objectives and Policies
Policy Objective
To permit a full understanding of Lethbridge's economic
system, and its relationship to future growth in the community.
Implementation Techniques
PI - That a full study of economic growth be undertaken by
the City as a basis for the first five-year review of this Plan.
The study is to examine the economic base of the city, and its
relationship with the regional area, as well as produce population, labour force and housing requirement forecasts.

Residential Land Use
abalAmt

2.2

RESIDENTIAL LAND USE

Residential land use is the single most important use in
a city — in the case of Lethbridge, 24% of the total gross area of the city
is devoted to residential land, and an additional 20% is consumed by residential streets and lanes.
In the past, the city was divided into eleven neighbourhoods for planning purposes; the original area divisions have been expanded
to include West Lethbridge as a separate neighbourhood (Figure 2-2). A detailed discussion of local land use issues and conflicts for each neighbourhood appears in the Background Report. The resolution of most of these
issues should be dealt with at the neighbourhood planning level whenever
possible; where specific problems have been identified as requiring immediate
attention, however, policy recommendations have been included in this Plan.

2.2.1

^

Supply of Residential Land

The background study found that no detailed statistical '
information concerning the existing housing stock in Lethbridge has been
compiled, and that such an inventory must be established prior to the first
five-year review of this Plan. In general terms, however, a number of areas
within the present city boundaries can be identified as being available for
development during the plan period (Table 2-2). It should be noted that the
projections of housing capacity presented in the table are based upon a
number of inherently weak assumptions, especially those concerning future
development densities. The net effect of these assumptions is that the total
capacity given is a conservative estimate. Because of this, the housing
capacity of vacant residential land must be continually monitored, and the
figures in Table 2-2 should be re-compiled as soon as more detailed information is available.
TABLE 2-2
HOUSING CAPACITY OF VACANT RESIDENTIAL LAND
CITY OF LETHBRIDGE, 1979
Area
West Lethbridge
North of 26 Avenue N.
St. Paul's
Tudor Estates
College Area
Southeast Lakeview

Acres
1 ,560
960
25
55
9
10

Units/Acre
5.20
5.20
5.20
3.87
3.87
3.87

No. Units
8,112
4,992
130
213
35
39

Sub-Totals
Railway Lands

2 ,619
48

5.16
30.00

13,521
1,440

Totals

2,667

n/a

14,961

Households / Pop

a
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10.

2.2.2

()

Demand for Residential Land

Using the population projection given in Section 2.1, a
forecast of future housing demand was produced (Table 2-3). Again, the
^ methodology which was available for this forecast is not strong, and a
^
full re-projection of both the population and housing requirements to 1996
must be undertaken as soon as time and information availability permit.

TABLE 2-3
PROJECTED HOUSING REQUIREMENTS
CITY OF LETHBRIDGE
Year

Population
Projection

198.1
1986
1991
1996

54,458
61,810
70,154
78,9.23

New Housing
Requirement

Cumulative
Requirement

3,567
4,004
4,281
4,311

3,567
7,571
11,852
16,163

At present development densities (used to project the
housing capacity of vacant residential land presented in Table 2-2), existing vacant land in the City would be totally exhausted sometime between 1991
and 1996; this includes annexation to complete development in Villages III
and IV in West Lethbridge. An additional 500 acres of residential land will
be needed by 1996 if

development

continues

at present

densities,

although it

is not anticipated that any shortage of residential land will occur during
the first five-year term of this Plan. However, a decision on new annexation ,i
will become necessary, and the City desires the flexibility to annex in all QJ\,
directions at any time as.logistics of development .require three to five ""
years to bring raw land to the point of developability. The development of
such land will not necessarily be undertaken but the City wishes to have it
available. This policy applies to all references to annexation in the
General Municipal Plan.
For the next five years, however, it can be predicted that
most residential development will occur in West Lethbridge, with development
in North Lethbridge beginning within two to three years. Furthermore, in
light of the investment in both existing and committed infrastructure, it
is likely that future development will occur in these two areas.

2.2.3

Residential Land Use Issues

A number of issues have been i d e n t i f i e d as being important
for future r e s i d e n t i a l development and redevelopment in Lethbridge; these
issues are summarized below.
2.2.3.1

Accommodation of Growth

All projections in Lethbridge of land required for future
r e s i d e n t i a l development have inherently assumed that all growth w i l l be
accommodated in new development areas. I n t e n s i f i c a t i o n of use in older
are as does occur, however, and i s in fact encouraged by some City p o l i c i e s.
As such, although the dynamics of t h i s factor are unknown at the present
time, t h i s i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n should be incorporated in projections for future
land demand. I n t e n s i f i c a t i o n should be examined in order to determine (a)
whether or not the probable i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n of land use can be incorporated
i n t o calculations of r e s i d e n t i a l land requirements, and (b) what proportion
of housing demand could be met through i n f i l l and i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n .
2.2.3.2

Direction of Growth

A.number of factors should be considered when major new areas
are proposed for development:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
2.2.3.3

^

o

the cost of s e r v i c i n g ;
e x i s t i n g investment in and policy commitments to
the various a r e a s ;
land use c o n s t r a i n t s ;
future transportation expense and problems;
actual and perceived travel distances to city-wide
f a c i l i t i e s ' , and
future provision of community services,

Planning for a Correct Housing Mix

One of the decisions which must be made when planning a
new area i s the selection of a "correct" housing mix of single-family,
multiple-family, apartments and non-family u n i t s . The selection of such a
mix can be d i f f i c u l t in City-owned developments, as i t can be disproportionately influenced by policy considerations aimed at other than consumer'
demand. I t would appear that the best way to incorporate the demand factor
in the public design process would be to specify at the outline planning
stage a range of possible development s i t u a t i o n s which defines clearly the
acceptable range of housing for the subject area. If such a decision as to
the acceptable range of housing i s not made at an early planning s t a g e ,
piecemeal up- and down-zonings w i l l occur in a vacuum of knowledge as to
t h e i r ultimate impact"". The use of acceptable development ranges would permit such changes to occur with a b e t t e r understanding of t h e i r ultimate
consequences.

12.

2.2.3.4

City Involvement in Land Development

A need was identified in the background study to define
clearly the goals of the City as a land developer, in order that a review
mechanism can be set up to ensure that the goals are being met in an acceptable and efficient manner.

2.2.3.5

Overall Design Principles —

New Areas

Since its introduction in West Lethbridge, the "village"
design concept has become the standard format for new residential areas in
Lethbridge. In order that the success of this design principle can be
evaluated, and its strengths and weaknesses identified, a review of the concept should be undertaken prior to its use in areas other than those already
designed or committed to be designed as "villages".

2.2.3.6

Specific Design Criteria — New Areas

The background study identified and explained two seeminglycontradictory policies of the City: first, that design in new areas is to
encourage flexibility, but second, that certain specific design criteria are
to be applied on a city-wide basis. It would appear that a brief study is
called for to address the entire issue of design controls, designate certain
areas for controls, specify the extent and nature of such controls, and
establish a mechanism for their application.

2.2.3.7

Design in Established Neighbourhoods

Specific design concerns are more-or-less unique in each
older neighbourhood; consequently, the formulation of specific criteria for
city-wide application is in fact counter-productive in solving local problems,
as the specific areas are seldom examined individually. The management of
change and control over land use conflicts, as explained in the Background
Report, is best approached on an area-specific planning basis.

2.2.4

Objectives and Policies

Policy Objective
To develop the comprehensive data base on existing housing
stock which is required for effective decision-making.

13.

Implementation Techniques
P2 - That a detailed inventory of housing stock be compiled prior to and as part of the base for the first five-year
review of this Plan. The inventory is to determine the present
capacity and probable redevelopment of the existing stock, and
could be compiled through the use of the City's assessment
records. The inventory will be given particular attention
during the preparation of area-specific plans for any neighbourhood which has a complex mix of housing ages and conditions.

Policy Objective
To base residential forecasts upon the most up-to-date
information available.
Implementation Techniques
P3 - That all forecasts of residential unit capacities
for areas within the city boundaries be reviewed as
detailed information becomes available concerning design densities, per-unit population figures, or other factors which
affect unit capacities.
Policy Objective
To determine the validity of the assumptions upon which
this Plan is based, to ensure that accurate figures are used.
Implementation Techniques
P4 - That a full re-projection of housing requirements and
future population be undertaken, and that all policies in this
Plan which are based on statistical information derived from such
forecasts be reviewed in light of any new projections.

Policy Objective
To consider all relevant factors when establishing
future land requirements, and in aprticular to examine intensification of use in older areas.
Implementation Techniques
P5 - That any examination of housing land requirements
and capacities examine the intensification of land use in older
residential areas.

14.

Policy Objective
To ensure that annexation and city growth occur in a
rational manner.
Implementation Techniques
P6 - That the City undertake monitoring of land absorption
and demand projections on a regular basis to assist in assessing
the requirement for annexation.

Policy Objective
To ensure that the City's role as a land developer is in
the long-term public interest in terms of the supply of economical
residential and industrial land.
Implementation Techniques
P7 - That the City maintain its present role and involvement in land development, but that such involvement be continually
monitored and reviewed.

Policy Objective
To permit flexibility to meet market demand for housing
within a framework which allows rational and efficient delivery
of services.
Implementation Techniques
P8 - That planning for any new development area define
clearly the acceptable range of housing densities for the subject
area. All demands for subsequent up- or down-zonings are to be
evaluated against their ultimate impact upon this acceptable range.

Policy Objective
To ensure that the best available design principles are
incorporated in future residential developments.
Implementation Techniques
P9 - That a review of the application of the "village"
design concept be undertaken in order to determine the success

15.

of the concept, its strengths and weaknesses.
this review incorporate the views of residents
in such areas, and that the application of the
unplanned areas of the city be made contingent
evaluation of the concept.

Furthermore, that
currently living
concept to as-yet
upon the re-

Policy Objective
To establish a practical method of design control appropriate to specific areas of the city.
Implementation Techniques
P10 - That the feasibility of establishing design standards
and controls for application to certain areas of the city be
examined, that the extent of such controls be specified, and that
any future policies which make specific recommendations as to
design or performance standards (landscaping, spacial relationships, etc.) include a proposed mechanism for applying and reviewing the success of the policy.

Policy Objective
To manage change in older neighbourhoods in a comprehensive manner.
Implementation Techniques
Pll - That, within the context of identified neighbourhoods
in Lethbridge, those areas which have or are likely to develop
pressures for major land use changes be the subject of detailed
neighbourhood plans.

Commercial Land Use
iV?

16.

2.3

COMMERCIAL LAND USE

Traditional commercial analysis begins with an inventory
of existing and proposed land supply, which is compared with the expected
demand for each type of commercial activity. This comparison is then discussed in terms of existing policy, and policy recommendations are generated.
This approach was not, unfortunately, possible for the
background study. Instead, given both the size and format of the commercial
land use data base, five policy issues were examined in detail; they are
summarized below.

2.3.1

Approach to Commercial Forecasting and Planning

Recent planning in Lethbridge has focussed upon the land
available for commercial development, and examined that land in relation to
future commercial development opportunities. This is primarily a marketing
approach, as it plans on behalf of certain types of commercial use rather
than for the accommodation and direction of those categories of activity
which will, according to one's forecasts, be growing.
In order to direct commercial development forces in a
positive manner, however—to plan for the accommodation of probable uses
rather than for the development of specific preferred areas—a comprehensive
study of commercial development is required. Such a study would examine
(a) the existing supply of commercial land, (b) income and expenditure forecasts, (c) commercial development trends, and (d) the manner in which development forces could best be coordinated in order to ensure planned development.

2.3.2

Commercial Hierarchy of Use

The hierarchy of commercial uses which is presently used
in Lethbridge, although having some shortcomings, is a valid base from
which to develop a more locally-sensitive listing. The current hierarchy
is as follows:
1)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

central business district
community or regional shopping centre
village and neighbourhood shopping centre
local commercial shopping centres
highway commercial districts
land extensive and land intensive commercial
warehousing districts
vii) land extensive and land intensive automotive
districts

@y
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Although the f u l l analysis of commercial land use
referred to in t h i s section must include an examination of the commercial
hierarchy, the categorization of a number of uses should be considered
immediately. These include warehousing, community and regional shopping
c e n t r e s , and bulk r e t a i l i n g uses.
The background study recommended t h a t most warehousing
be considered as an i n d u s t r i a l use, with the unique case of bulk r e t a i l i n g
being l e f t as a commercial land use. In light of t h i s , a separate category
for bulk r e t a i l i n g uses should be considered for inclusion in the commercial
hierarchy and the land use by-law.
The concerns raised about community and regional shopping
centres should be considered more fully in the overall commercial land use
study. In the interim, the City should r e - i t e r a t e i t s commitment to maintaining
and reinforcing the downtown, and take positive action to control the development
of community and regional shpping centres within and outside of the city
boundaries.
2.3.3

Central!ty

A number of factors affect locational c e n t r a l i t y , and i t
must be stressed that the geographic, population or physical centre of an
area i s not necessarily the perceived centre of that area. Commercial
planning must recognize the influence of a l l factors which contribute to
the perception of c e n t r a l i t y , including topographic v a r i a t i o n , the dimension
of time, and travel p a t t e r n s . The issue has p a r t i c u l a r significance for
the possible development of West Lethbridge as a functionally and s o c i a l l y
separate community, and the issue of c e n t r a l i t y on a city-wide scale must
be treated in a comprehensive manner.
2.3.4

Central Business D i s t r i c t

The examination of past p o l i c i e s in the background study
indicated t h a t while the need for complexity and diversity in the core has
been recognized, many policies i m p l i c i t l y assume that this area i s an homogeneous commercial e n t i t y . This approach has had a devastating effect on
many North American c i t i e s and, in order to avoid a uni-functional downtown, a neighbourhood plan should be developed which encourages multipleuse developments in the downtown. Furthermore, i t i s e s s e n t i a l that a l l
future commercial p o l i c i e s indicate in a clear and unambiguous manner t h e i r
effect on the need for complexity and d i v e r s i t y .
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2.3.5

Strip Commercial Development

Strip commercial areas were examined in the background
study in terms of the overall approach to commercial land use planning
discussed in Section 2.3.1. Such areas have developed in every major city
whether encouraged or discouraged and, most importantly, are economically
stronger than any policy which attempts to eliminate them completely. These
areas should be dealt with in a comprehensive planned manner, an approach
which has been endorsed in the comprehensive review which has been scheduled
for the Mayor Magrath Drive strip. This approach would control the most
objectionable aspects of strips—such as their aesthetic impact—while
accommodating the commercial force which produces such areas.
With reference to the aesthetics of strip commercial areas,
it should be noted that the Mayor Magrath Drive study must examine the overall
character of the area, including an examination of the existing traffic
channelization features of the Drive—the median and boulevard strips. The
study must consider the best way to integrate traffic with other functional
and visual aspects of the strip.

2.3.6

Objectives and Policies

Policy Objective
To work with and accommodate the perceived commercial
growth forces.
Implementation Techniques
P16 - That a comprehensive study of commercial development
in Lethbridge be undertaken, and that this study examine the
manner in which development forces can best be coordinated in
order to ensure planned commercial development.
P17 - That this study address the question of which commercial land use issues must be dealt with on a city-wide basis, and
which can be dealt with on an area-specific planning basis. In
addition, that this study identify those areas of a purely commercial nature which merit area-specific plans by themselves.

Policy Objective
To develop a land use control system which reflects the
local functioning of the commercial sector in Lethbridge.
Implementation Techniques
P18 - That the commercial hierarchy of uses employed
in Lethbridge be reviewed as part of the overall commercial
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study, and that the resulting heirarchy reflect the local
commercial situation. Furthermore, that the resulting land
use groupings be based upon (a) common spatial requirements,
and (b) common functional aspects of the land uses.
P19 - That the commercial hierarchy or uses presented
in this Plan be utilized for interim commercial planning purposes, with any necessary alterations being considered in the
course of planning for commercial areas.
P20 - That any future commercial land use strategy for
the City recognize the validity of all types of commercial
development activity, including core functions, local and
regional shopping centres, quasi-commercial/industrial uses,
and strip commercial development, and attempt to accommodate
these uses in a planned manner.

Policy Objective
To maintain downtown Lethbridge as the commercial centre
for the Lethbridge sub-region.
Implementation Techniques
P21 - That the City re-iterate its commitment to maintaining and reinforcing the downtown in relation to community
and regional shopping centres.
P22 - That Council actively seek the support of the County
to ensure that shopping centres around the City do not weaken
the downtown, and that the City use its involvement in the
development of a sub-regional strategy by the Oldman River Regional
Planning Commission to pursue further this policy.
P23 - That the City exercise extreme caution in the approval
of any community and regional shopping centres within the municipal
boundaries, and that any such centres not be approved without the
completion of an acceptable impact study of the development filed
by the developer.
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Policy Objective
To develop a multi-purpose downtown area through consideration of both city-wide and local concerns.
Implementation Techniques
P25 - That the City recognize the need for complexity
and diversity in the downtown area, avoiding the development
of a uni-functional downtown. Furthermore, that this policy
be the basis of a neighbourhood plan for the rest of the central business district, and that all future commercial policies affecting the downtown explicitly indicate their effect
on the development of a mixed-use downtown.
Policy Objective
To understand and accommodate the commercial strip
function in a planned manner, including consideration of the
aesthetic aspects of such areas.
Implementation Techniques
P26 - That area-specific plans be developed for the
strip commercial areas of Mayor Magrath Drive, 13th Street
North and 3rd Avenue South, and that such plans indicate the
manner in and method by which such uses can be accommodated
in a planned manner.
P27 - That, prior to the completion of area-specific
plans for the strip commercial areas, Council exercise reasonable restraint in consideration of any extensions of the
existing areas.
P28 - That the area-specific plan which has been
committed for the Mayor Magrath Drive strip area be fully
comprehensive in nature, and that it recognize that the median
strips, service roads and boulevards in this area are a fundamental urban design element of the strip. Furthermore, in light
of this, that any such plan for the area attempt to maintain
the basic configuration, with alterations for traffic management purposes being co-ordinated with the requirement for an
aesthetically acceptable environment.

Policy Objective
To accommodate bulk retailing in locations appropriate
to the needs of this use and in line with the overall commercial development goals of the City.
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Implementation Techniques
P29 - That trends concerning bulk retailing activities
be examined as part of the overall commercial study, and that
those areas which would best serve the requirements of such
uses in conjunction with the overall commercial goals of the
City be identified.
P30 - That, prior to completion of the overall commercial study, consideration be given to the establishment of
an interim category for bulk retailing uses under the City's
Land Use By-law.

I

Industrial Land Use

23.

2.4

INDUSTRIAL LAND USE

Industrial activities in Lethbridge (Figure 2-4) were
examined in the background study in terms of their impact upon the future
physical and economic situation in the city. In this light, the labour
force for the city to 1996 was projected, using three different methods
(Figure 2-5), and a number of industrial policy concerns were noted. These
concerns are outlined below.

2.4.1

Locational Concerns

The lack of a comprehensive plan for each industrial area
resulting in incompatibility of adjacent uses and improper uses was noted,
as was the impact of flexible zoning categories covering large parts of
each industrial area.

2.4.2

Development Standards Concerns

The lack of specific standards for site and building design resulting in an inconsistent approach to achieving aesthetic quality
was noted, as were (a) the inadequate methods of enforcing adherence to
development standards and conditions, and (b) the need to indicate clearly
and follow plans for upgrading boulevards and other public areas in industrial zones.

2.4.3

Industrial Performance Standards

Potential difficulties in enforcing heavy industrial
performance standards were discussed, and the need for future enforceable
standards was noted.

2.4.4

Efficient Use of Services

A number of concerns were raised in the background study
with regard to this issue, including (a) the need to review servicing decisions in light of past and anticipated industrial development trends; (b)
the need for a comprehensive plan for each industrial area, in order to
avoid underutilizing servicing potential; (c) the need to ensure that the
efficient services use component of comprehensive industrial plans is
adhered to; (d) the need for a lightly-serviced industrial area as an
alternative location for industries which do not require, but have been
forced to locate on, heavily-serviced land; and (e) the need to restrict
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A

rail servicing of industrial areas in line with the probable demand for
such service, and to reserve land served by spur lines for those industries
which require such service.

2.4.5

Industrial Promotion and Diversification

Although industrial promotion and diversification is not
within the purview of a General Municipal Plan, the overriding importance
of the issue raises two concerns:- first, the need to protect and promote
the agricultural sector and hinterland upon which the city's industrial economy is based, and second, the need to diversify the industrial economy of
the city to provide new economic and employment opportunities.

2.4.6

Industrial Expansion

In light of the projected requirements for industrial
land, as discussed in the Background Report, four different areas for new
industrial expansion were considered: West Lethbridge, North Lethbridge
(i.e., north of the Churchill Industrial Area), the airport area, and
the Hill property. It appears that consideration of a West Lethbridge
industrial area is warranted; prior to initiating industrial expansion in
this area, however, a technical examination of the factors affecting servicing of the area must be conducted.

2.4.7

Objectives and Policies
Policy Objective
To ensure an adequate supply of appropriately-serviced
industrial land to meet future demand.
Implementation Techniques
P31 - That a review be undertaken of future servicing
decisions, taking into account past and anticipated industrial
development trends, and relating the amount of heavily-serviced
and railway-serviced land to projected demand. This review is
to be co-ordinated with the economic growth study recommended in
this Plan.
Policy Objective
To ensure that industrial areas are planned and used
efficiently, with a minimum of land use conflicts.
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Implementation Techniques
P32 - That a comprehensive plan be prepared for each
industrial area in the City, and that such plans have regard
to the following:
(a) maximizing the use of heavily-serviced land;
(b) optimizing the use of land served by railway
spurs;
(c) ensuring compatibility of adjacent land uses
both within and outside of the industrial area;
(d) consideration of other locational criteria
such as accessibility and visibility;
(e) developing design and development standards
for landscaping, building design, building-toland ratio, etc.;
(f) discussing the use and development of public
lands within the area; and
(g) considering the methods by which the requirements of such a plan may be implemented.
Policy Objective
To ensure that certain undesirable effects of industrial
development are controlled in a practical and enforceable manner.
Implementation Techniques
P33 - That a review be undertaken of industrial performance standards in order to determine the best method or methods
by which they may be enforced.

Policy Objective
To examine the various industrial expansion alternatives,
while recognizing the desirability of locating employment opportunities on the west side of the river.
Implementation Techniques
P34 - That, prior to annexation for industrial purposes,
various alternatives by presented with recognition of the desire
for an employment centre in West Lethbridge.

Policy Objective
To take advantage of the location of and access to the
industrially-zoned Hill property, and to provide lightly-serviced
industrial and highway commercial land within the existing City
boundaries.
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Implementation Techniques
P36 - That development of the Hill property as a privatelydeveloped mixed-use industrial area during the Plan period be
encouraged.

Policy Objective
To encourage the development of new economic and employment opportunities, and overcome the overwhelming reliance of
the City's industrial sector upon its agricultural base.
Implementation Techniques
P37 - That the economic base and growth study recommended
in this Plan include a review of the need to diversify the City's
industrial economy.

I

Policy Objective
To ensure that the City's involvement in industrial land
development is consistent with the long-term interests of the City.
Implementation Techniques
P38 - That the City review and revise its pricing policies
for industrial land in order to permit and encourage the concurrent
development of private industrial lands.

I

Recreation and Open Space

2
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2.5

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE

2.5.1

Supply of Recreational Land

Recreation and open space was examined in the background
study on two general levels: (a) regional open space (dealing mainly with
the river valley), and (b) city-level open space (dealing with all other
recreational and/or open spaces).
The river valley, which is controlled under the River
Valley Development Scheme By-law (Figure 2-6), has been developed to some
extent for recreational purposes at the regional level (e.g., Indian
Battle Park). However, full development of the valley will not proceed
rapidly, due to competition with other regional recreational opportunities
(specifically, the Waterton Lakes area), and the physical size and configuration of the valley. Notwithstanding these factors, the City must reconfirm its previously-stated intention to develop the river valley for
recreational purposes.
Recreation and open space resources at the city level in
Lethbridge appear to be relatively well-dispersed (Figure 2-7). Available
information on open space for the background study, however, did not include a reliable neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood analysis of open space
resources. Instead, the background study exmained the overall supply of
the various levels of recreational space.
The discussion of raw acreages of recreational land in
a city is, of course, open to question. Recreational acitivities are not
necessarily land-extensive, and a community with sufficient open space on
a general level could easily be deficient in, for example, swimming facilities. Due to the lack of consistent figures for the various types of open
space, a complete and detailed inventory must be undertaken to determine
the existing amount, nature and location of open space in the city prior to
the establishment of any new major spaces in existing
developed areas.
2.5.2

Demand for Recreational Land

Demand for recreation and open spaces is one of the more
difficult elements to forecast accurately in a general plan. This is due
to the fact that (a) demand for open space and recreational facilities is
more-or-less elective in nature, and thus different from demand for residential, commercial or industrial land use, and (b) the measurement of
recreation is in itself quite difficult, as it does not normally account
for differences in site configuration or types of use. These difficulties
can be addressed only through a full analysis of demand for recreation and
open space, and an attempt to relate such demand to the provision of facilities and open spaces.
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The background study suggested that the overall standards
given in the 1964 General Plan continue to form the basis for city open
space policy, but that the standards, which appear below, be reviewed as
part of the demand analysis for recreation and open spaces. As well, the
relationship of these standards to the statutory 10% dedication allowance
should be examined, as the two standards are not necessarily directly related.

OPEN SPACE STANDARDS
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

2.5.3

I

Playgrounds
Schools and Sportsfields
Community Parks
Total Open Space

- 1.25
- 2.00
- 6.75
- 10.00

acres/1,000
acres/1,000
acres/1,000
acres/1,000

population
population
population
population

Objectives and Policies
Policy Objective
To ensure a co-ordinated approach to the planning of
recreational facilities and open spaces in Lethbridge.
Implementation Techniques
P39 - That the City's Land Use By-law be utilized in
conjunction with the Major Facilities Plan to implement recreational and open space policy in the City.

Policy Objective
To continue the City's support of the development of the
river valley as a regional recreation resource.
Implementation Techniques
P40 - That the City re-confirm its intention, stated
previously, to develop the river valley for recreational purposes.
P41 - That a review of the policies of the Fiver
Valley
Development Scheme By-law take the form of an Area Redevelopment
or Area Structure Plan, in accordance with The Planning
Act}
1977.
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Policy Objective
To ensure that future open space planning in Lethbridge
may be based upon a rational and reliable approach to the supply
of recreational and open space.
Implementation Techniques
P42 - That a complete and detailed inventory of existing
recreational and open spaces be undertaken prior to the establishment of any new major spaces or facilities in existing developed
areas of the City.
P43 - That a demand analysis for recreational facilities
and open spaces be undertaken prior to the first five-year review
of this Plan. Furthermore, that this analysis examine the
relationship between the interim standards as specified in this
Plan and the statutory allowance of 10% of gross area for reserve
dedication, and recommend revised standards if deemed appropriate.

Policy Objective
To ensure that local recreational spaces exist in sufficient
numbers and locations to fulfill their purpose.
Implementation Techniques
P44 - That a study of the distribution of local informal
recreational and open spaces be undertaken in order to determine
any major imbalances in distribution.
P45 - That the City require any residential developer,
private or public, to supply neighbourhood recreational sites
within a period to be specified for each development. Furthermore,
that the use of the Community Reserve Fund and/or a bonding
system be considered for the implementation of such a policy.
P46 - That the overall evaluation of the village design
concept, as recommended in this Plan, include an evaluation of
the cost/benefit relationship of developing and maintaining
walkway systems, tot lots and local play areas.
P47 - That until such time as a review of standards is
completed, the City continue to apply the 1964 General Plan
standards, as specified in this Plan, to the provision of open
spaces in new developments.
P48 - That any recommendations or policies arising out of
the studies recommended in this Plan be co-ordinated with local
neighbourhood plans prepared for various parts of the City.

^
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Policy Objective
To supply areas which require large, formal recreation
spaces for recreational uses and facilities with such spaces.
Implementation Techniques
P49 - That the need for and location of large, formal
recreation sites be considered in light of their impact upon
residential areas, and that the particular questions of providing such sites in new areas of the City be addressed
immediately.

Policy Objective
To ensure that strong open space connections are developed
and maintained between the east and west sides of the river valley.

a

Implementation Techniques
P50 - That the City give attention to the development of
strong pedestrian and cyclist links between the University and
other areas of West Lethbridge and the east side of the river
valley.

I

Public Services and Education

2.
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2.6

PUBLIC SERVICES AND EDUCATION

The background study covered two major topic areas under
this category of land use. The first, dealing with the provision of public
services, covered the following (Figure 2-8):
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

Services provided by the Community Services Directorate
Hospitals
Public Health Services
Library Services
Police Services
Fire Protection Services
Ambulance Service.

The second, dealing with educational services (Figure 2-9),
covered the existing and projected situation for the following institutions:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Public School System
Catholic Separate School System
Lethbridge Community College
University of Lethbridge

A brief summary of the issues identified in the background
study is given below for each topic; further information is included in the
Background Report.

2.6.1

Public Services

2.6.1.1

Community Services Directorate

The Directorate monitors and reviews families for the receipt of day care subsidies, provides community meeting and recreation facilities, manages recreation facility sites in the city, and provides space
for cultural activities. The only major requirement identified by the background study (other than the lack of facilities in West Lethbridge, a situation which is currently being rectified) was the necessity to provide
large, formal recreation fields for organized sporting activities. This need
was addressed by the policies contained in Section 2.5., Recreation and
Open Space. Due to the size of these sites — which can be upwards of 40
acres — and their impact upon land use in the community, such sites must
be accommodated at the initial stages of planning for new areas.

2.6.1.2

Hospitals

The background study noted that the provision of hospital
services in Lethbridge is currently under review. As well, the strong
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influence exerted by the hospital area over adjacent land uses was noted,
as was the fact that the area surrounding the present hospital sites has
been designated by the City for a neighbourhood planning study.

2.6.1.3

Public Health Services

The greatest land use impact which the Health Unit could
have in Lethbridge would be the establishment of local neighbourhood clinics.
No policy exists at the present time concerning the provision of such clinics;
nonetheless, it would appear that West and North Lethbridge clinics could
be established within a period of five years.
The following locational criteria should be applied in
locating future clinics:
i) Clinics should be located in or adjoining neighbourhood or regional shopping facilities, or areas of
community focus such as community centres,
ii) Clinics should be located on major roads and public
transit routes,
iii) Clinics should be evenly distributed throughout the
residential suburbs of the city, with a slight imbalance in favour of the downtown core.

2.6.1.4

Library Services

No branch library operations are expected to be established
during the next five years, and most future expansion will occur on the present library site. Furthermore, since branch libraries would in all probability be located either in shopping areas or in a community services complex,
such operations would not have a major land use impact in the city.

2.6.1.5

Police Services

The present Headquarters space appears to be sufficient
at the present time for the Police Department; as all space is now fully
utilized by the Department, however, additional space will be required
within five years. The City has recently approved the purchase of property immediately west of the present building for expansion purposes.
The only other issue identified by the background study
was the location of a new police firing range. Careful consideration and
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co-operation between departments must be continued in order to ensure that
a satisfactory site is located.
2.6.1.6

Fire Protection Services

Minor difficulties were examined in the background study,
as were the future expansion plans of the department. It was noted that
the location, size and configuration of future fire station sites must be
determined in consultation with the Fire Department, and that such consultation should occur at an early stage of planning for new development
areas.

2.6.1.7

Ambulance Service

Ambulance service in Lethbridge, which is provided by the
City and operated by the Fire Department, is based on a response time of
five minutes. All areas of the city will be covered by this service level,
given that an additional unit is located at the West Lethbridge fire station.
It is anticipated that the present type and level of service will be maintained for the foreseeable future.

2.6.2

Educational Services

2.6.2.1

Public School System

The Lethbridge School District No. 51 operates a total of
14 schools, including nine elementary, two junior high, two senior high and
one combined elementary/junior high school (Figure 2-9). The Board has
stated that junior and senior high school capacity is adequate to serve the
needs of the city for the foreseeable future. Current plans for the elementary school system include the construction of new schools in West and North
Lethbridge (to be opened in 1981), and the closing of two other schools at
that time (Allan Watson and George McKillop). These plans are in accordance

with the 1977 School Facilities

Utilization

Plan.

Enrolments in the public school system have, in recent
years, been declining gradually but steadily (Figure 2-10), a trend which
is likely to continue until enrolment gradually levels off to a stable
student base.

2.6.2.2

Catholic Separate School System

Six schools are operated by the Lethbridge Catholic Separ-
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ate School District No. 9, including five elementary and one combined
junior/senior high school (Figure 2-9). In addition, the district has two
sites which could be used for facilities if required.
During the past five years, enrolment has been slowly declining; future enrolment is expected to level off to a fairly stable student
base. In light of this factor, no additional facilities are planned at the
present time.

2.6.2.3

Lethbridge Community College

The College, which has. an enrolment of approximately 1,500
students, has sufficient land within the campus boundaries for long-term
expansion (figure 2-9). Policies in the General Municipal Plan should, however, address themselves to the issue of co-ordination of adjacent development with campus uses, and vice versa. Consideration should be given to
(a) compatibility of land use, (b) the effect of adjacent development on
existing land uses during the development phase, and (c) changes to land
use and transportation patterns resulting from development.

2.6.2.4

University of Lethbridge

Like the Lethbridge Community College, the University of
Lethbridge has stated that the existing campus can accommodate the institution's long-range expansion plans. The only exception to this situation
would be the accommodation of a research centre or institute which demands
a special location or facilities which cannot be accommodated on campus.
An example of this is the biological research station, located on leased
land in West Castle. Policies in this Plan should address themselves to the
concern of the University that development on and off campus, particularly
in the river valley, continue to be co-ordinated between the University and
the City.

2.6.3

Objectives and Policies
Policy Objective
To ensure that provincial day care subsidies are utilized
in an efficient and equitable manner.
Implementation Techniques
P51 - That the current level and type of service provided by
the City in day care services be maintained. Furthermore, that
future neighbourhood plans indicate lot(s) upon which special residential uses such as day care centres should be developed, according to criteria such as location and the number of day care centres
required to serve a given area's population. Such criteria are to
be developed jointly by the Planning Department and the Community
Services Directorate.
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Policy Objective
To ensure that school facilities continue to be used
for community programming during non-school hours.
Implementation Techniques
P52 - That the use of school buildings after 6:00 p.m.,
in accordance with the City's joint use agreement with the
School Board, continue to be controlled by the Community Services
Directorate.

Policy Objective
To ensure that cultural facilities are provided in the
City in' the long-term in a purpose-designed structure located
in a setting which will develop a strong community identity.
Implementation Techniques
P53 - That the provision of cultural facilities in the
Allan Watson and George McKillop schools, once those facilities
become available, be examined and considered as an interim
solution to the question of providing such facilities.
P54 - That appropriate land uses for the civic centre area
be studied, including the possible long term location of cultural
facilities.
Policy Objective
To provide convenient decentralized health care to
residents of newly-developing areas.
Implementation Techniques
P55 - That the City encourage the Health Unit to examine
the possibility of providing west and north side clinics within
the next five years.
P56 - That the locational criteria for neighbourhood health
clinics as specified by this Plan be applied in the locating of
such clinics and medical facilities.

Policy Objective
To ensure that fire protection is provided within approved
response times to newly-developing areas as the need arises.
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Implementation Techniques
P57 - That the City re-examine the west side fire protection situation once Villages III and IV have been developed.

Policy Objective
To incorporate Fire Department needs early in the planning
process so that desirable sites can be obtained for fire stations.
Implementation Techniques
P58 - That new fire stations be sited during the outline
plan stage, and that the location, size and configuration of such
sites be determined in consultation with the Fire Department.
Furthermore, that such sites be no smaller in size than one-half
acre.

Policy Objective
To develop ambulance services to provide a common response
time to all areas of the City.
Implementation Techniques
P60 - That the current level of ambulance service provided
to the citizens of Lethbridge be maintained.

Policy Objective
To monitor future school needs so that sites can be
provided as and when required.
Implementation Techniques
P61 - That the situation as to the supply of junior and
senior public high schools be reviewed with the public school
board as part of each five-year review of this Plan.
P62 - That additional separate school sites be reviewed
with the Separate School Board as part of each five year review
of this Plan.
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Policy Objective
To establish guidelines for the spacing and size of
school sites, and to integrate such sites in the planning of
new neighbourhoods.
Implementation Techniques
P63 - That the following standards be applied in the
planning of new residential areas until such time as new
standards are developed and specified:

Distribution
One elementary school per square mile of residential
development

Site

size

Elementary and junior high schools
Senior high schools

10 acres
15 acres

P64 - That the City, in consultation with the school boards,
develop locational criteria for the siting of schools in newlydeveloping areas.

Policy Objective
To consider the requirements of off-campus expansion of the
University and the Community College.
Implementation Techniques
P65 - That the City assume that long-term expansion of
the University and Community College will be accommodated on
the existing campus sites, with the possible exception of the
establishment of research centres or institutes which cannot,
because of specific requirements or delterious environmental
effects, be accommodated on campus.

Policy Objective
To ensure that development adjacent to the Community College
campus respect the functional and aesthetic integrity of the campus,
Implementation Techniques
P66 - That the City ensure that co-ordination of development
occurs both prior to and during development of areas adjacent to
the campus.
P67 - That the City examine, at the neighbourhood planning
level, the provision of road and pedestrian lighting around the
Community College campus, and the provision of improved pedestrian
links between the campus and the built-up area of the City.
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Policy Objective
To ensure that development of the University campus is
integrated with the recreational uses in the river valley.
Implementation Techniques
P68 - That co-ordination with the University be continued
in regard to the development of the river valley for recreational
purposes.

Policy Objective
Tp increase pedestrian and cyclist accessibility of the
east side of the city from the. University and West Lethbridge.
Implementation Techniques
P69 - That the City examine, in the context of the development of the river valley, improved pedestrian and cycle
links from the University's walkway and cycle systems to the
east side of the city.
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2.7

PUBLIC UTILITIES

2.7.1

Water, Sanitary and Storm Sewer Services

The original service boundaries for water, sanitary and
storm sewer service in the city were the river valley to the west, 26th
Avenue North to the north, 43rd Street to the east, and 24th Avenue South
to the south. Utilization of this original area is now more-or-less complete, and further development outside of these boundaries on the east side
of the river will require new servicing systems. Such systems are being
incorporated in the planning for North Lethbridge.
Water and sanitary systems on the west side of the river
were designed for a population of 30,000. In the case of water (Figure 2-11),
a new storage cell will be required in the west-side reservoir in order to
reach this design population; construction of this cell is scheduled for
1982. As for sanitary sewer (Figure 2-12), the collection system for a
population of 30,000 was designed in anticipation of the development of
Villages I and II prior to development of Villages III and TV. Since the
latter two Villages are in fact being developed prior to Villages I and II,
some relief sewers will be required_along University Drive.
A problem with the existing sewage treatment system does
exist in the environmental impact of the sludge drying beds, located in
the river valley. The relocation of these ponds has been proposed for the
mid-1980's.
Storm sewer drainage (Figure 2-13) is generally acceptable
throughout the city, although some flooding has been experienced in periods
of acute rainfall in the southeast sector of the city. Solutions to this
problem are currently being studied by the Engineering Department.

2.7.2

Solid Waste Disposal

The city disposes of solid waste in a sanitary landfill
site in the northwest quarter of Section 7. Due to the lifespan of this
facility — approximately 5 years — application has been made to the provincial government for authorization to conduct landfill operations in the
coulee north of that currently being used. This operation would employ
baling, and would have a projected life of approximately 20 years. The
implications of an expanded operation in terms of land use were examined
fully in the background study; no firm recommendation can be made concerning
the use of the area around the existing sanitary landfill site, however,
until a decision is forthcoming on the city's application.
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2.7.3

Electrical Distribution System

The City's electrical distribution system (Figure 2-14)
utilizes a hierarchy of power lines which include the following:
i) 240 kV main power supply lines (belonging to
Calgary Power);
ii) 138 kV transmission lines;
iii) 13.8 kV underground sub-transmission lines;
iv) 3-phase underground distribution lines; and
v) 1-phase underground distribution lines.
The system is connected by a series of sub-stations
located on a three-mile grid (approximately), and by switching stations
located on the sub-transmission and three-phase distribution systems. Issues
which were identified in the background study include (a) the locating of
major power users on the 3-phase distribution system, (b) the planning of
new areas in a manner which accommodates the hierarchy outlined above, (c)
the necessity to accommodate the three-mile grid system of sub-stations,
(d) the continuing of underground servicing of new areas and the program
of burying existing overhead lines whenever possible, and (e) the necessity
to ensure that tree pruning in mature residential areas respects the aesthetics of the landscaping of such areas and the importance of the program of
relocating electrical lines in such areas.

2.7.4

Natural Gas Servicing

Natural gas service to Lethbridge is supplied by Canadian
Western Natural Gas, and is capable of providing capacity for the projected
growth of the city during the period covered by this Plan. The only issue
which could conceivable arise would be the requirement for immediate service
to the northwest corner of West Lethbridge (the area which is to be studied
for industrial development in accordance with this Plan). This is a part of
the greater issue of supply to contiguous development areas, an on-going
concern of the utility.
A minor issue concerns the accommodation of regulator stations in new development areas, and the noise problem at the regulator station located on the north side. The latter problem is due to the operation
of the station at its design capacity, a problem which is in the process of
being rectified.

2.7.5

Alberta Government Telephones System

Conduit capacity to the west and south sides of the city
is sufficient, as is distribution capacity on the west side. Distribution
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on the south side is generally adequate, although serious problems could be
faced if major residential development or redevelopment was to occur in the
area north of 24th Avenue South and east of Mayor Magrath Drive (an area
which is currently single-family in nature).
Three issues which affect the telephone system on the north
side of the C.P.R. rail yards were raised during the background study by the
utility; these are summarized below.
i) The requirement for sufficient advance notice regarding
relocation of the rail yards, given that the main feeder
cable route for A.G.T. runs across the yards along 9th
Street.
ii) The need for co-ordination of any alteration of 5th
Avenue North between and including the intersections of
Stafford Drive and Mayor Magrath Drive, given that the
main cable intersection which exists at the Stafford
Drive intersection can be serviced only from that point
at the present time.
iii) The need for a definite and permanent alignment to the
radio signal station and new exchange site in North
Lethbridge. It is anticipated that this site will be
located approximately two miles north of 26th Avenue
North, at 28th Street. Conduits to this area are to
be in place by the end of 1980.

2.7.6

Objectives and Policies

Policy Objective
To ensure that the original servicing for water,
sanitary and storm sewers is not over-loaded.
Implementation Techniques
P70 - That any expansion of the water, sanitary or storm
sewer systems outside of the original service boundaries on the
east side of the river, as specified in this Plan, will require
new trunks connecting to the respective servicing systems.
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Policy Objective
To resolve the issue of flooding in the southeast portion
of the city.
Implementation Techniques
P72 - That the City continue its investigation of solutions to the problem of flooding in the southeast of the city,
and that any land use restrictions which may be recommended
subsequent to this investigation be implemented through the
Land Use By-law.

Policy Objective
To respond to the pending decision on the sanitary landfill operations so as to maximize land use efficiency without
adverse environmental implications.
Implementation Techniques
P73 - That the timing of the release of the area currently
subject to the statutory 1,000-foot residential subdivision limit
around sanitary landfill sites be reviewed once the City's application for a new site has been dealt with by the provincial government. Furthermore, that any change in the restrictions be reflected in thejltiniing specified in this Plan, and in the Land Use By-Law.

Policy Objective
To ensure that development in the river valley is compatible with the recreational use of the valley in the long term.
Implementation Techniques
P74 - That the City examine the possibility of moving the
sewage treatment facilities located in the river valley along
Whoop-up Drive, and that these facilities be relocated as soon
as possible.

Policy Objective
To include the needs of the electrical distribution system
in the planning of new areas.
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Implementation Techniques
P75 - That, prior to finalization of the collector and
local road systems during the subdivision design stage, the
City's electrical department be consulted to ensure efficient
looping of the electrical system and minimizing of one-sided
servicing.
P76 - That the planning of new areas in the city recognize and attempt to accommodate the hierarchical system of electrical servicing lines outlined in this Plan.
P77 - That provision be made in new areas for the accommodation of the three-mile grid of power sub-stations, to be located on sites of approximately 300 to 400 feet square.
Policy Objective
To co-ordinate land use with electrical servicing capabilities.
Implementation Techniques
P78 - That, in accordance with usual planning practice,
every attempt be made to locate major power users on the collector road system.

Policy Objective
To protect the amenity value of landscaping in mature
residential areas.
Implementation Techniques
P79 - That the City continue and extend its program of
relocating electrical lines in mature residential areas, and that
necessary pruning of trees in such areas respect the material
form of the tree.
Policy Objective
To ensure that developing areas can be efficiently serviced with natural gas service.
Implementation Techniques
P80 - That non-contiguous development in any area of the
city be subject to negotiation between the gas company and the
developer concerning the front-end costs for gas mains construction.
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P81 - That the timing of the provision of gas servicing
to the northwest corner of West Lethbridge be dependent upon the
registration of road rights-of-way through Village II, or the
construction of a second supply line to the west side of the
river from the gas supply line north of the city.
Policy Objective
To ensure that rail relocation and changes in or establishment of road alignments occur without undue inconvenience
to the telephone system.
Implementation Techniques
P82 - That full consultation with Alberta Government
Telephones occur as soon as details of the rail relocation project schedule are available, and that such consultation deal
with co-ordination during and compensation for reconstruction
of the main telephone lines which cross the rail yards.
P83 - That co-ordination with Alberta Government Telephones occur as soon as plans to reconstruct the 5th Avenue
North/Stafford Drive intersection are finalized.
P84 - That the City recognize the requirement to maintain the alignment of any roads under which the conduits and
cables servicing the new radio signal station and the new north
side exchange are placed, specifically the alignment of 28th
Street North.

Transportation

2
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2.8

TRANSPORTATION

The elements of the Lethbridge transportation system which
were examined by the background study included the railway system, the roadway system, and the airport (Figure 2-15). Pedestrian routes were discussed
only in general terms, and the need for consultation between the Planning
Department and Lethbridge Transit planners during subdivision design and
during the locating of any major transit uses by Lethbridge Transit was
noted.

2.8.1

Railway System

The future of the railway system is entirely dependent
upon the fate of the Railway Relocation
Scheme (Figure 2-16). It is assumed
that, in the long term, rail relocation will occur and that redevelopment
of the yards will be more-or-less in accordance with the Scheme. In the
interim, any development which affects lands adjacent to the yards must accommodate the possibility of relocation and the land uses proposed under the

Railway Relocation
2.8.2

Scheme.

Roadway System

Lethbridge is relatively well-served by its roadway
system (Figure 2-17), a fact which is reflected in the ease of vehicular
access to all parts of the city and the short travel times which are experienced in such travel. Some localized problems do exist, particularly in (a)
the few crossings of the C.P.R. rail line, (b) the lack of a defined hierarchy of roads inherent in the design of the older grid pattern areas of
the city, and (c) the complete lack of clear traffic patterns in the area
east of Mayor Magrath Drive and immediately south of Henderson Lake Park.
The major issues which concern the existing system are as
follows:
i) the lack of clearly-defined, functionally efficient
east/west routes across the city, on both the north
and south sides of the rail line;
ii) the congestion, due to a lack of comprehensive land
use planning, on the routes that currently serve
east/west traffic flows;
iii) the expected development of North Lethbridge as a
residential area, and the resulting requirement for
connections between this area and the downtown; and
iv) the need for and cost of future additional crossings
of the river to serve West Lethbridge.
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A number of solutions which attempt to address these issues
were examined in the background study; in particular, the solutions proposed
by the Lethbridge
Transportation
Study were discussed in detail (Figure 2-18).
A number of the recommendations contained in this study, which was adopted in
principle by Council, were related to perceived land use trends in the city,
and the issues which were identified as being of primary importance were as
follows:
i) the difficulty of enforcing minor road status on those
routes which are clearly travel desire lines — such
as 5th Avenue North and 6th Avenue South;
ii) the question of timing on the northwest parkway, and
the resulting interim pressure on 5th Avenue North,
13th Street North, 23rd Street North and Stafford
Drive as major traffic and truck routes;
iii) the question of the configuration of and access to the
east/west arterial roadway through the centre of the
city, as envisaged by the Railway Relocation
Scheme;
iv) the requirement for a clear, unambiguous connection
between Mayor Magrath Drive and 13th Street North, and
the particular implications for the narrow portion of
13th Street South, south of 10th Avenue South; and
v) the problem of the intersection between 13th Street and
10th Avenue South and the travel desire line which exists between this intersection and Scenic Drive. 10th
Avenue South would appear to be a main travel desire
route across the entire city, connecting Mayor Magrath
and Scenic Drives, and the off-set of the intersection
would not appear to be pronounced enough to overcome
this factor.

2.8.3

Objectives and Policies

Policy Objective
To accommodate, encourage and co-ordinate transit uses
as a fundamental element of the overall transportation system.
Implementation Techniques
P85 - That the City ensure that liaison between subdivision design and the planning function of Lethbridge Transit
occur during the design stages for new development areas, and
that the location of major transit uses be established only
with consultation between the City and Lethbridge Transit.
Policy Objective
To reduce the current uncertainty over the timing of the
redevelopment of the rail yards, and to accommodate the redevelop-
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ment project.
Implementation Techniques
P86 - That efforts to determine the future of the rail
relocation project continue to be of first priority for the
City.
P87 - That any development which affects land adjacent
to the rail yards accommodate the possibility of relocation, and
be complementary to the land uses proposed under the RcUMoay

RoJLocation Scheme.
Policy Objective
To evaluate the future function and design of certain
major components of the roadway system, and to address the issue
of truck traffic routes through the city.
Implementation Techniques
P88 - That the function of 5th Avenue North as a major
arterial and truck route be examined, and a decision on its designation be reached. Furthermore, that such examination consider
the use of traffic control measures to limit truck traffic on
this route.
P89 - That the City ensure that the time schedule for the
construction of the northwest parkway, as proposed in the Routz

Location Study,

Noithwz&t Pathway, is adhered to.

P90 - That traffic utilization of 28th Street South, 13th
Street North and 23rd Streets North be examined and rationalized.
P91 - That the City review the design criteria for the proposed east/west corridor through the city to ensure its function
as an arterial serving the community.

Policy Objective
To ensure the continued integration in transportation terms
of the east and west sides of the city.
Implementation Techniques
P92 - That the City continue regular monitoring of the
timetable for the twinning of the 6th Avenue South bridge, and
ensure that construction of this additional link occurs when
required.
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Policy Objective
To discourage through traffic in residential areas which
are unsuited to such traffic.
Implementation Techniques
P94 - That the connection between 13th Street South and
Mayor Magrath Drive be better defined to ensure that traffic on
the narrow portion of 13th Street south of 10th Avenue South
does not filter through the residential areas to the east.

Policy Objective
To minimize conflict between existing uses and the use
of 13th Street North as a major traffic artery.
Implementation Techniques
P95 - That the existence of the strip commercial uses on
13th Street North be considered as a permanent constraint on the
use of this road as a main north/south arterial.

Policy Objective
To ensure that local traffic planning respects and does
not interfere with the overall arterial network of the City.
Implementation Techniques
P96 - That the overall plan of the City's arterial system
be utilized during any discussion of local transportation problems
and solutions. Solutions will wherever possible be dealt with
at the neighbourhood level, but will consider the overall arterial
network designations as a given constraint upon local traffic
planning.

Special Considerations
T

2
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2.9

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

This section of the background study examined issues which,
while having important implications for the future physical form of Lethbridge,
are not easily categorized in the various policy areas. The issues were discussed under two major subheadings: environmental issues and urban design
issues. The first dealt with the co-ordination of development with the
natural environment, while the second addressed the issue of design control
and attempted to establish a base from which co-ordinated design could be
attained.

2.9.1

Environmental Issues

This section examined the effect of development on the
natural environment, and the concommitant effect of the natural environment
on development. Five potential problem areas were raised in the first case,
including (a) the existence of the sanitary landfill site; (b) the existence
of the sewage sludge drying beds along Whoop-up Drive; (c) the existence of
the feed lots in the northwest part of the river valley; (d) general industrial development and possible air pollution problems; and (e) development
encroachment into ecologically sensitive areas. In the second case, the
relationship between development and the effects of sun, wind, snow, rain,
temperature and noise was briefly discussed (Figure 2-19).

2.9.2

Urban Design Issues

Urban design embraces all aspects of urban development,
and is essentially the process of bringing those aspects together to create
a satisfying living environment. The general orientation of planning in
most communities has been towards two-dimensional concerns, and has had a
strong impact upon the physical form of communities. It was noted in the
background study that positive action is required to ensure that all future
urban activity in Lethbridge is undertaken in a manner which will contribute to the maintenance and improvement of the urban setting. A preliminary list of influences and considerations which should be incorporated into
the City's urban design policies is given below:
i) identification and preservation of all form-giving
elements of the city, including both natural and manmade elements;
ii) the natural topography and environment;
iii) general streetscape, form and relationship, of outdoor urban spaces;
iv) building form, colour and materials;
v) design and co-ordination of street furniture and
utility structures;
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vi) design and control of public and private signage; and
vii) standards for public and private urban landscaping.
In addition to this general discussion of urban design,
the background study examined the requirements for a specific urban design
analysis of Lethbridge. In this context, the following urban design features,
which are identified graphically in Figure 2-20, are considered as fundamental to the form and environment of Lethbridge:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

the river valley;
the trestle bridge;
the University of Lethbridge;
the warm brick of major buildings;
the well-treed older residential areas;
Henderson Lake Park and the surrounding
luxury homes;
vii) the well-treed London Road area of early
clapboard homes in excellent condition;
viii) the historical district adjacent to the
old fire hall; and
ix) the Japanese (Nikka Yuko) Gardens.

2.9.3

Objectives and Policies

Policy Objective
To ensure careful incorporation of new development in areas
which are environmentally sensitive or have special design constraints.
Implementation Techniques
P97 - That, where a development is proposed which will
encroach upon the river valley or other environmentally sensitive areas, the City may require an environmental impact statement to assist in assessing the effect of the development.
P98 - That, where a proposed development would materially
change an area in terms of built form, population density and/or
utility and servicing systems, the City require the submission
of an analysis of the implications of the development on the
site itself and the immediate surrounding area.
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Policy Objective
To minimize conflict between residential development
and traffic noise.
Implementation Techniques
P102 - That the City review the possible means of protecting residential development from traffic noise.

Policy Objective
To assist in enhancing the visual and environmental
setting of the central core.
Implementation Techniques
P103 - That the City continue and consider extending its
program of mature tree planting in the downtown area, and explore
other avenues of improving the aesthetics of the core area (such
as facelifting and signage programs or co-ordination of street
furniture).

Policy Objective
To establish a comprehensive framework for urban design
at all levels of planning and for various specific areas of
the City.
Implementation Techniques
P104 - That the City initiate the preparation of an
urban design study to identify urban design objectives, policies
and guidelines applicable to the City at large.
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P105 - That the City undertake a program of identifying
the major positive urban components of the City, and develop
policies which would ensure their protection and enhancement.
P106 - That the City undertake a program of identifying
the major urban components which detract from the aesthetic quality
of the city, and develop detailed policies which would remove,
camouflage or upgrade such components.
P107 - That Area Redevelopment and Area Structure Plans
prepared by either the public or private sector incorporate an
urban design analysis identifying the objectives, policies and
guidelines appropriate to the proposal.
P108 - That the City initiate the preparation of a downtown
plan, the purpose of which would be to ensure the continued health and
well-being of the area and its significant environmental improvement.
P110 - That the City prepare urban design guidelines, criteria
and standards for all municipal plait and investments, including street
furniture, public information signs, design and landscaping of public
buildings, utility structures, etc.
Policy Objective
To integrate development along and within the river valley
with the development of the valley for recreational purposes.
Implementation Techniques
Pill - That the City manage development within and along
the Oldman River valley and ravine system to protect the natural
environment and the views and recreational opportunities which are
provided by the valley.
Policy Objective
To ensure that urban design considerations are fully recognized
in all major developments in the city.
Implementation Techniques
P112 - That the City require an urban design analysis
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and context map as part of the development application for
all developments which have a significant design impact due
to their size, complexity or context, such as (a) developments
which are visible from major access points into the city; (b)
mixed-use commercial or residential projects; and (c) redevelopment projects in established residential areas.

Fringe Areas and Expansion Policy
AMH
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2.10

FRINGE AREAS AND EXPANSION SEQUENCES

This section of the background study placed planning in
Lethbridge into the wider context of areas adjacent to the city. The development of a sub-regional strategy by the Oldman River Regional Planning
Commission was noted as an essential element of future planning in the
area, and the necessity of the City involving fully both its political and
administrative elements in the development of such, a strategy was stressed.
Concerning expansion beyond the current boundaries of the
city, the background study noted that all residential and most industrial
development outside of the currently-developed or developing areas of the
city will occur in West and North Lethbridge during the period from 1980
to 1985 (Figure 2-21). Furthermore, no annexation other than that which
is required in order to develop these two areas satisfactorily should be
made prior to the first five-year review of this plan, or before the completion of the cost/benefit study of annexation which is recommended in
this Plan.

2.10.1

Objectives and Policies
Policy Objective
To ensure that the City's aims as drafted in this Plan
are consistent with the Regional Plan.
Implementation Techniques
P113 - That the City express its desire through the
Regional Plan review procedure that regional policies with which
the General Municipal Plan must agree be clearly stated.

P114 - That the City express its support of the development of a sub-regional strategy, and commit itself to full involvement of both its political and administrative elements in
the preparation of such a strategy.
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3.0

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

For the General Municipal Plan to be effective in shaping
future growth and development in Lethbridge, there is a need to translate
the policies into specific programs, including the designation of those
responsible for implementation. Since many tasks have been identified, an
essential element of this section is the ranking in priority of the policies. Some require decisions to guide planning now, and other tasks will be
part of the five-year review procedure. This will also permit easy evaluation of the success of the Plan's implementation.

3.1

Implementation Summary

The following tables, categorized by the ten topic areas,
are the key to this Plan's implementation strategy. They summarize each
policy, explain what action is required, by whom, and when. The tables, by
the use of cross-referencing, highlight the inter-relationship between the
policies and their necessary implementation actions.

3.1.1

Rank

The first column of each table indicates the policies' relative importance. The policies are ranked according to the following criteria:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

co-ordination with other processes;
legislative requirements;
continuation of existing practices;
establishing policy or information for subsequent decisions;
v) consequences of not responding to development pressures; and
vi) previous committments.

The numbering, of priority rankings is a guide only, and
should not be interpreted too rigidly if the Plan is to be at all flexible.
The policy rankings apply only within the individual topic areas.

3.1.2

Policy

For convenience, this column summarizes the main purpose
of each policy through the use of key words. The policy number is also
indicated, in order to assist in cross-referencing the policy back to the
objective given in the body of the Plan.
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3.1.3

Task

This column summarizes the action required to implement the
policy, again using a key word. In some cases, this may be a single action
or a series of continuing actions. A few policies require nothing more than
the continuation of an existing practice.

3.1.4

Importance

This column briefly indicates the planning rationale or
objective of the policy. The Background Report should be referred to for a
full discussion of the rationale for'ea'ch policy.

3.1.5

Responsibility ''•'• <'••• •'"-'

The responsibility for each task is assigned to a specific
agency, department or group which should spearhead implementation. The Planning Department, while having overall responsibility for the general implementation and monitoring of the Plan, is specifically charged with the r e sponsibility of implementing most of the policies. Although Council is
ultimately responsible for the Plan^, it is specifically mentioned only where
major policy decisions are "required." There are numerous tasks for which
responsiblity is shared, and for these~-the Planning Department should assume
the role of co-ordina-fc'or. •<- In some- cases', a consultant is designated where
specialist expertise- is required; depending upon time, staffing and other
resources of the Planning Department, consultants could be employed as well
for those activities which the Department cannot undertake itself.
Although civic departments are primarily responsible for
implementing the Plan, the development industry and citizen groups have key
roles to play in the' planning process; this responsiblity has also been noted.

3.1.6

Implementation

This column indicates the mechanisms by which the policies
will be implemented. While some of the mechanisms form part of regular planning programs or special activities such as tree planting, many require action
by Council. Of major importance in establishing the framework for development
are the Area Redevelopment Plans, Area Structure Plans, the Land Use By-law,
and the Transportation By-law. The Land Use By-law will be further refined
in accordance with the area-specific planning process.
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3.1.7

Timing

Timing has been utilized to assist in setting the priority
ranking of the policies. This column indicates either the continuation of
an existing practice, or a specific deadline by which the activity must be
accomplished. Many of the activities are dependent upon other decisions
(e.g., rail relocation); of particular importance in this context is the
five-year review procedure.

3.1.8

Cross-referencing
s;' i-ii. o:rs _••>;' .vi.

.\/„JOI.J

Many of the policies -are <£^oseJLyr:r elated to or generated in
a number of different topic areas. For example, the review of the walkway
system as a recreation amenity is part of the overall review of the "village"
design concept, a residential policy. This column indicates which other policies are related to each individual policy.
'•..;•• '.o':; v3/.fjd.:

3.2

Sub-Area Planning

- ;>..j.,<.,-;? '--A^<...--

: L>: -.• • r.

•••.;•-•.-? -jf-V

:•. cr : r
• ••ivsri

:n

. j .'

T

A number of policies in the residentialv, commercial and
industrial sections require planning on.a detailed sub-area basis. The
most suitable implementation tools for the sub^area planning process are
the Area Redevelopment Plans and-.Area-.Structure P.lans^;•- The Planning
Act,
1977 states that a General Municipal Plan.^shall indicate- the areas of the
municipality that would be suitable,for Area Structure. Plans, Area Redevelopment Plans, or both. These plans, provide a mechanism through which
planning can be conducted on a more detailed basis for those areas which
demand special attention. They are to be adopted as by-laws by City
Council.

3.2.1

Land Suitable for Area Structure Plans

Area Structure Plans (Section 62 of the Act) will have their
major impact in new suburban areas. They are to provide a framework for subsequent subdivision and development, and shall describe development sequences,
land uses, density and the general location of roadways and public utilities.
In general, these plans will be used in those areas shown schematically in
Figure 3-1, in other areas which are annexed, and in areas where the sequence
of development or need for subdivision is important.
Area Structure Plans are required as a prerequisite for subdivision and must, therefore, be prepared as new growth pressures occur.
There is little flexibility in their timing, as they are generally initiated
by the private sector. Where the land is publicly owned, such as West Leth-

JJ.
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bridge, or where there are several owners, such as the College area, such
plans require public directions and there may be slightly greater flexibility
in their timing. Of those areas specifically identified in Figure 3-1, the
following sequence should be considered:
i) residential areas, including Villages III and IV in West Lethbridge and in the recently-annexed area north of 26th Avenue North;
ii) the College area;
iii) new industrial areas;
iv) the Hill property, as its development appears to be a number
of years off; and
v) other industrial areas.
i

3.2.2

Land Suitable for Area Redevelopment Plans

Area Redevelopment Plans (Section 63 through 65 of the Act)
will have their major impact in existing developed areas. They are to provide
for the conservation, redevelopment and/or rehabilitation schemes which are
required for land and buildings, and shall describe objectives, land uses,
utilities and services. As well, they are to describe the method by which
they will be implemented, particularly as to reserve and recreation lands, including provisions for a redevelopment levy and public land acquisition. In
general, these plans will be used for those areas shown in Figure 3-1 and in
other areas, either within the City or in future annexation areas, where the
plan would be concerned with the conservation, preservation, redevelopment
and/or rehabilitation of land and buildings.
Area Redevelopment Plans are generally prepared at the
discretion of local government. While this gives some flexibility in timing,
the implications of not doing such plans must be considered, as they can be
serious. The following sequence is suggested:
i) the London Road Neighbourhood, to finalize and establish in
neighbourhood plan format the accepted policy recommendations
of the London Road Neighbourhood
Study;
ii) the Mayor Magrath Drive commercial strip, as such a plan has
already been committed;
iii) the river valley, since the Development Scheme provision was not
carried over to the Planning Act, 1977, and requires the planning
aspect to be converted to an A.R.P. (little work would be necessary
to accomplish this);
iv) the hospital area, as such a plan has already been committed;
v) the downtown, due to its importance to the City as a whole and
because some planning work has already begun. The remainder
of the A.R.P. could be undertaken in stages;
vi) the 3rd Avenue South strip, the timing of which is dependent
to some degree upon the timing of the overall commercial study,
but which could be undertaken simultaneously;
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vi) neighbourhood sub-area 7. While a need has been identified for a plan in this area, development pressures and
the consequences of delay are not as severe in this area
as in the areas given higher priority; and
vii) the railway lands; the requirement for an A.R.P. in this
area will depend upon the decision concerning the timing
of the rail relocation project.
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REFERENCE

IMPLEMENTATION
SUMMARY
RANK
1

POLICY
97,

111:
River Valley

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
TASK
Protect

CITY OF LETHBRIDGE
GENERAL MUNICIPAL PLAN

I5>
ROCKUFF PARTNERSHIP V*

RESPONSIBILITY IMPLEMENTATION

TIMING

- Major environ- - Community ser- - A.R.P.
mental resource
vices
- Land Use Bylaw
- Planning

As soon as
possible

IMPORTANCE

CROSS
REFERENCE

i

2
Urban Design
and
Environment
3

98, 112:
Impact analysis

Establish
policies and
guidelines

- Visual, funct- f- Planning
ional enhance- - Consultant
ment, overall
strategy

- G.M.P.
- Land Use Bylaw

Soon - desirable
to set policy
for inclusion
in bylaw

Study
Amend bylaw

- Ensure change
is positive

- Land Use Bylaw

As part of overall study or
independently

- Planning
r Consultant

i

10

i
i

i

i

4

L07:
Statutory
plans

Require design - Implement
,- Planning
analysis
policies, positive change

- A.S.P.'s
- A.R.P.'s

- Area redevelop- Phased
ment plan

5

1.08:
Downtown plan

Detail plan

- Urban design
issues

6

L05, 106:
Aesthetic
improvement

Identify &
enhance

- Visual environ- - Planning
ment

L02:

Review means

- Quality of
residential
environment

7

Noise buffer

- Planning

- Planning
- Engineering
- Consultant

A.R.P.'s
- Civic investment
- With redevelopment
- Land Use Bylaw
- Statutory plans

As future plans
are prepared

10

103

IMPLEMENTATION
SUMMARY
RANK
8

9

103:

L10:

Downtown
improvement

i
Civic
responsibilit;

IMPORTANCE

TASK

POLICY

CITY OF LETHBRIDGE
GENERAL MUNICIPAL PLAN

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

RESPONSIBILITY IMPLEMENTATION

Establish
program

-

Environmental
enhancement
- Downtown
viability

-

Planning
Business
community

Establish
guidelines

- S e t s example
- Major impact

-

Planning
Engineering

'

ROCKLIFF PARTNERSHIP

TIMING

- Civic
- ment

invest-

Ongoing c o n s i d eration
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CROSS
REFERENCE
108

Special
program

V*J

IMPLEMENTATION
SUMMARY
RANK
1

POLICY
113:

FRINGE AREAS AND feXPAN^ION
TASK

114:
Sub-regional
strategy

RESPONSIBILITY IMPLEMENTATION

Coordination

- Plan conformity - Planning
- O.R.R.P.C.
'
- Regional plan
representatives
process u n d e r way

Preparation

-

Regional p l a n

2

IMPORTANCE

Coordination
w i t h adjacent
areas

CITY OF LETHBRIDGE
GENERAL MUNICIPAL PLAN

-

Planning
O.R.R.P.C.
representatives

ROCKUFF PARTNERSHIP

TIMING

- Regional plan
process

Immediate

-

Continuing

Regional
coordination

U

CROSS
REFERENCE
114

2 1 , 2 2 , 113

-BD
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Lethbridge, Alberta
City of L e t h b r i d g e
general municipal plan.
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